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you've got charm, baby!
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

     CHARMS THAT  
         DRESS UP YOUR  
  CUSTOM-MADE DES IGNS !

second nature  
Antique copper beads are 

simply beautiful when paired 
with a series of vintage-style 

charms. It’s all about the 
nature of style!

sweet tweet
This little birdie can 

certainly sing on key! 
That’s because she’s 

part of a cinch-to-create 
keychain. The chain 

and clasp come 
pre-assembled.

on your mark
This accessory is by the book. And it 
was so easy to create! The bead and 
the leaf charm are attached with a 
jump ring.
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new leaf
Light as a feather? No…light as 
a leaf! These airy earwires feature 
dainty beads and a pair of delicate 
silver-plated charms.

«breezy bracelet
From a bracelet to a bookmark…
this leaf charm is doing double duty, 
and it’s such a beautiful sight! Here, 
it’s set off with iridescent beads.
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« nice and natural
Intertwined chains (one gold, one silver) set 
the scene for this nature-inspired bracelet. The 
look comes to life with an eclectic collection of 

charms.

a little luck  
Jingly, jangly…and just for luck. 
What a great idea for a bracelet! 
This look features a collection 
of lucky charms, mingled with 
coordinating beads.

bug off  
Ladybugs love to show off their wings. Especially 
wings as fancy as these! They’re dotted with a 
bug-worthy bevy of crystals.

ear buds
Make any look bloom with a pair of flower power 

earrings. A couple of colorful charms…some simple 
hook earwires…and you’re done!

split ring
Half-hearted? Hardly! These best friend charms come 
packaged together. Split them up to make matching 
jewelry for you and a buddy.
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bug off  
Ladybugs love to show off their wings. Especially 
wings as fancy as these! They’re dotted with a 
bug-worthy bevy of crystals.

fly by 
Explore your insect 
appeal with a simple 
butterfly necklace. 
Try vintage-style 
chains and beads, 
paired with a delicate 
coordinating charm.

fairly fairy 
If you’re going for 
whimsy, just add  
wings! Find yourself  
a pretty fairy charm…
and put it on a cord!   

paris panache » 
Have charms…will travel. And we’re suggesting 
a trip to Paris! This necklace is a gorgeous 
collage of Frenchy charms and flashy beads.

woodsy wishes
Go wild with a woodsy take on a geometric necklace. 
Our custom-made pendant features quirky charms 
and artfully linked connectors.
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